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The Original Problem

• How can scholarly and scientific accomplishments and discoveries be communicated?
The Original Solution

• Scholarly and scientific accomplishments and discoveries can be communicated via various publishing mechanisms
The Problem, Revised

• As we know in the library world, these publishing mechanisms have become commercialized and are now very expensive.

• Using these commercialized mechanisms, scholars and scientists have now passed the point of diminishing returns.
The Paradox

• It is now so costly to subscribe to serial publications via these commercial publishing mechanisms that many libraries cannot afford access.

• The more subscription costs increase, the less libraries are able to afford them. Subscriptions lapse.

• An increase in subscription costs corresponds to a decrease in access.
The Open Access Alternative

• Scholars and scientists are typically not paid for publication of their research.
• The ideal would be to maximize access to one’s research findings.
• How about provide access to research in as open and free a manner as possible?
The Two Roads to OA

- The Gold Road
- The Green Road
The Gold Road

• The Gold Road retains a large part of the existing publications infrastructure

• The Gold Road simply flips the economics of publishing: Instead of audiences paying for access to research, the authors pay an up front fee to subsidize its publication.

• Access is then open and free.
The Green Road

• The Green Road mandates that authors self-archive their publications in local Institutional Repositories.

• Institutional Repositories preserve these publications and provide open and free access to them.
Gold or Green?

• The Gold Road will take some time. Commercial publishers will lose profits and so will resist.
• The Green Road can happen right now, almost overnight.
OA Resources

• JHU Scholarly Communications Group, http://openaccess.jhu.edu
• Author Addenda. Researchers retain copyright.
• Creative Commons
• SHERPA/RoMEO
• Open Access: Quality, Peer Review, Impact Factors
Institutional Repositories

- JScholarship, http://jrscholarship.library.jhu.edu
- Broader access and long-term archiving
- Grey literature
- Institutional mandates
- Does not replace traditional publishing
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COMMUNITIES IN JScholarship

Select a community to browse its collections.

- Africana Studies, Center for
  - Center Research
  - Faculty Articles
  - Working Paper Series
- Biostatistics, Dept. of
  - Faculty Research
- Carey Business School
  - Working Papers
- Computer Science, Dept. of
  - Current Technical Reports
  - Historic Technical Reports
- Educational Resources, Center for
  - Reports
- Electrical and Computer Engineering, Dept. of
  - Technical Reports
- Environmental Sciences and Policy
  - Capstone Projects
- Genetics and Public Policy Center
  - Genetics and Public Policy Center Collection
- Geography and Environmental Engineering, Dept. of
  - International Symposium on Understanding Health Benefits and Risks
- History, Dept. of
  - Undergraduate Theses
- Library (Sheridan) General Collections
  - JHU Technical Reports for Government
  - Out of Copyright Books
  - Sheridan Libraries Staff Research
Copyright Considerations
What does copyright cover?

• Reproduction
• Distribution
• Adaptation
• Performance or display
Is the work under copyright?

- Published before 1923? Public domain
- Published 1923-1963? Had to be renewed in 28th year
- Published 1923-1977? Must have formal copyright notice
- U.S. government publication? Public domain
- Everything else? It’s complicated
Fair use test

- Purpose and character of the use
- Nature of the copyrighted work
- Amount and substantiability of the portion used in relation to the whole
- Effect of use on potential market of the copyrighted work
Determining copyright holder

• Contact the publisher directly
• Online Copyright Office records for works published after 1977
  http://www.copyright.gov/search/
• Card catalog at Copyright Office (LC) for pre-1977 works
• Pay for a search
Publishing Opportunities: Handout

- JScholarship, http://jscholarship.library.jhu.edu
- The JHU Scholarly Communications Group, http://openaccess.jhu.edu
- Sheridan Libraries copyright law page, http://www.library.jhu.edu/researchhelp/general/copyright/
- Stanford Copyright and Fair Use Center, http://fairuse.stanford.edu/

- SHERPA/RoMEO, http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/

- Gold Road: Economics flipped, authors subsidize publication
- Green Road: Local archiving of materials in institutional repositories
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